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Introduction:

Surveillance law is not a ‘them and us’ problem

“Anybody who is against this bill is putting politics before people’s lives....
It’s a question of whose side you’re on.”
Rt Hon Theresa May MP, December 2012

This statement from the Home Secretary, made in December 2012, tells us a lot about the approach that her Department has taken to the development of surveillance policy. It also helps to explain why the draft Communications Data Bill (CDB) poses such a disproportionate risk to our privacy.

The Home Office have often framed the debate over the CDB in ‘them and us’ terms. But if this really does just come down to picking sides, it is odd that both of the Parliamentary committees tasked with examining the draft Bill – the Joint Committee on the draft Communications Data Bill and the Intelligence and Security Committee – reached such critical conclusions.

Both committees noticed that there are more questions to ask when considering surveillance law than whether you are on the side of criminals. They include what current capability gaps there are, what new information will be gathered and from whom, how intrusive the information is, how any technological solutions will work, and what authorisations for access to data should be required.

But at no time have the Government attempted to seriously address those questions openly. The Home Office instead wrote the Communications Data Bill in isolation.
In its report, the Joint Committee examining the CDB lamented that there was no consultation, no proper definition of the problem and no adequate explanation of, – or evidence for – the Home Office’s proposed solution. The Bill appeared built to withstand public scrutiny, rather than be informed by it.

The result is, perhaps unsurprisingly, a draft Bill that the Committee concluded pays “insufficient attention to the duty to respect the right to privacy, and goes further than it need or should.” The CDB would lead to the collection of far too much information, about far too many people – effectively everyone – and would allow far too many people access to it.

This report

This situation could have been avoided. This report demonstrates that surveillance policy makers have options, many of which are a lot less intrusive than the powers proposed by the CDB, and that civil society is open to meaningful engagement about surveillance laws in the digital age. It is written for a general audience by leading experts, academics and representatives of a number of civil society groups. The articles in this publication serve as an example of the sort of conversations that would be possible through a proper public debate about what information should be collected and who should have access to it.

The opening two chapters put the CDB in historical and legal context.

In chapter one, Duncan Campbell sets out the history of the tension between state surveillance and efforts to protect individuals’ privacy. He explains why the draft Communications Data Bill is “the latest chapter in the history of British state surveillance.” He also tells the parallel story of efforts to keep surveillance powers in check, including the 1972 Royal Commission on Privacy which “set out 10 principles of data protection that later underpinned data protection statutes in Europe and the UK.”

In chapter two Angela Patrick, Director of Human Rights Policy at JUSTICE, gives an overview of the current settlement between the law, surveillance and the protection of privacy. She looks at how the draft Communications Data Bill could exacerbate problems with existing surveillance law, for example relating to oversight and complexity. She highlights that the overriding difference between the draft CDB and the existing law is the move “away from the presumption that for limited purposes, the State may access data already retained or reasonably obtainable by service providers…Instead, it creates a statutory basis for the generation, collection and retention of data about us all.”
In chapter three, Richard Clayton outlines in detail key surveillance technologies, showing what information about us is available and how the technology to gather and access it works. He outlines how the ‘filter’ – a key part of the CDB proposals – will work. By correlating information from multiple sources, he explains how the filter can answer complex queries. For example, he suggests that “the source of an embarrassing leak could be identified by cross-correlating records to pick out exactly who in Whitehall sent out an email whose reception by a journalist triggered an immediate call to the relevant newspaper editor.”

Peter Sommer, in chapter four, argues that while surveillance law “is about balancing competing objectives”, a number factors inhibit “sensible and balanced discussion”. They include the pace of technological change, the demands of the law enforcement community, the level of technical and legal expertise required to understand how best to respond, and the fear of getting it wrong.

Chapter five features contributions from a range of experts setting out how more privacy-friendly surveillance policy could work.

For example, Caspar Bowden suggests how ‘data preservation’ policies could work to limit whose data is collected. Sam Smith from Privacy International argues that more could be done to help law enforcement make better use of what information is already available. Rachel Robinson from Liberty recommends lifting the ban on the use of intercept evidence in court, and Peter Sommer calls for a Royal Commission into surveillance laws in the digital age.

In our conclusion we draw together these contributions and make some recommendations for future surveillance policy making.

Notes
1. http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/news/politics/4678082/Track-crime-on-net-or-well-see-more-people-die.html#ixzz2NL7B6fcr

2. See the reports of the Joint Committee on the draft Communications Data Bill (December 2012) http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/jt201213/jtselect/jtdraftcomuni/79/7902.htm and the report of the Intelligence and Security Committee (February 2013) http://isc.independent.gov.uk/committee-reports/special-reports
Duncan Campbell is a British freelance investigative journalist, author and television producer. Since 1975 he has specialised in the subjects of intelligence and security services, defence, policing, civil liberties and, latterly, computer forensics.
The range and reach of surveillance legislation proposed or in place in the United Kingdom is far from novel in its roots or in its impact on the balance of power and rights between the subject and the state. The proposals in the Communications Data Bill (CDB), and the manner in which the new Bill has been introduced and managed, fall full square within long British historical precedents that position privacy rights as an irritant to be managed by a combination of concealment, secrecy, information management, and misinformation.

A possible signal difference in 2013, if history now turns out not to go the way the Home Office and its allies desire, is that the proponents of effectively unrestrained surveillance have become sufficiently arrogant and indifferent toward necessary partnerships as to have brought a rain of criticism on their head, including the condemnation from the normally mild Intelligence and Security Committee that “more thought” and “coherent communications” are essentials before any Bill is reintroduced.

The government’s pitch to Parliament in the summer of 2012 to support CDB began with the spectacularly ignorant claim from posted-in ex SIS officer Charles Farr that “Communications Service Providers (CSPs) no longer retain for their own business purposes communications data as we know it”. They do, even if they don’t log everything new that he and his team want harvested.
The manner in which the new Bill has been introduced and managed, fall full square within long British historical precedents that position privacy rights as an irritant to be managed

The History of State Surveillance

Farr later elaborated on his misunderstanding, saying “30 years ago, BT may have kept data because they needed it in order to bill people correctly”. This claim was inaccurate and historically impossible, as the electromechanical exchanges of the early 1980s could not and did not generate call data records – “communications data”. What is now called “itemised billing” did not generally get created in UK exchanges until the 1990s, and was only required to be available to police and intelligence agencies after the passage of RIPA in 2000.

But despite the rise of well-informed and technically knowledgeable civil society advocacy groups and NGOs, society’s understanding of the importance of protecting privacy rights seems to have fallen as quickly in the past quarter century as Moore’s Law has driven up the power and threat of digital processing to place society under unchecked surveillance.

Who now can see any place for or value in the 500 year old (if now politically inept) saying “An Englishman’s home is his castle”? Or the corresponding dictum in the landmark US writings of Justice Brandeis, 1890, that privacy is the “the right to be let alone.”

The presumption that the British state, acting clandestinely and using unwritten prerogative powers, was free to open mail, and in due course tap telephone calls and intercept and read e-mail, has been a constant from the time of the first Elizabethans up to the 1980s, when for the first time the conventions on human rights born from the defeat of Nazism started to impact UK state surveillance, through interventions by the European Court of Human Rights. It seems not entirely a historical accident that that Court is now under sustained attack.
Looking across Europe after more than 60 years, it seems apparent that the fundamental understanding of the importance of enforcing checks and balances, and of imposing regulation and supervision on state surveillance activity is better appreciated and respected in territories where Fascism was born or impacted the harshest than in the country which de facto brought the European Convention on Human Rights into being.

Thus, the German Grundrechte creates a stronger foundation now to enforce the values for which Britain and its allies fought, and which still drive some European resistance against ever increasing surveillance of the citizen, using digital technologies.

The same values are detectable in the language of the 1789 US Bill of Rights, and in particular the Fourth Amendment concerning unreasonable search and seizure. As recently as the 1970s, the Fourth Amendment seemed robust even as modern communications expanded, as when Congressional committees condemned US National Security Agency (NSA) surveillance of citizens’ communications by the use of “watch list” mechanisms.

No such troubling debates affected the United Kingdom in 1975, the year the Church Committee reported to the US Congress. In the same year, in Britain, GCHQ and its costs and operations and surveillance power was entirely unknown to the public and parliament, even though then as now it was the largest and most intrusive of the intelligence agencies, attempting to intercept and sift all communications entering, leaving or passing through the UK, as well as from international sources.
The irony of secretly endorsing and creating structures akin to those used by historical and modern dictatorships seemed, then as now, to be undetectable in the vision of senior civil servants.

In the same year, in Britain unlike many other democratic states, telephone tapping and mail opening were outwith the law, conducted secretly (for tapping) by teams entering exchanges at dead of night and wiring up targets out of sight of normal staff.

In the same year, a national security ethos hardened by the cold war provided an easy tool for the state to discourage or suppress public information and discussion.

In the same year, unregulated police “local intelligence” collection on citizens, underpinned by secret recommendations to recruit an informer (“observer”) on every street, outwith any direct needs for crime prevention and detection, were by then in form a century old.

The irony of secretly endorsing and creating structures akin to those used by historical and modern dictatorships seemed, then as now, to be undetectable in the vision of senior civil servants.

The first dawning perception in Britain that computer and digital technologies would impact and then determine relationships between the citizens and the state and other centres of power began in the late 1960s, but took no form until 1972, when the Royal Commission on Privacy set out 10 principles of data protection that later underpinned data protection statutes in Europe and the UK.

The Commission found that protecting individual privacy “was the social issue rated most important throughout the population.” They also discovered that, among a wide range of potential threats to privacy outlined in surveys, none attracted more public concern, fear or hostility than the putative creation of a national databank.
Intriguingly, 40 years later, the same important but dated phobia has informed the drafting of and debates on the CDB, and of debates on identity card legislation, largely because of the form in which Liberal Democrat policies and historical Conservative party opposition to New Labour’s Identity Card proposals formed part of their 2009 election manifestos.

Because of this, absurd language has had to be used to explain that the output to the notorious “filter” at the centre of the CDB is anything but a national communications data database. Similar absurdities now compel the government to announce that each new attempt to introduce national ID numbers under another guise are not in fact, um, er, national ID numbers.

When in 1978 the Lindop Committee on Data Protection carried out an investigation of government computer databanks and surveillance systems then in place, they found, according to chair Sir Norman Lindop, that “the greatest threat, if threat there be, does not come from … the entrepreneurial sector, it comes from the public sector.”

They did not “fear that Orwell’s 1984 was just around the corner … But [they] did feel that some pretty frightening developments could come about quite quickly and without most people being aware of was happening”.

His Committee’s report highlighted a new computer system then recently installed by the former Special Branch of the Metropolitan Police, which was to deploy indexing and free text retrieval (FTR) of intelligence reports as raising “new dimensions of unease” because of FTR software’s ability to associate people and any sort of information on them.
The world has turned upside down. Whereas in the 1980s there was real public and political concern that the minor agency collecting TV licence fees had aggregated databases on households and addresses so as to target non-licence holders with implied accusations of evasion and criminality, by the noughties the claim to use central national databases as a threat was central to their advertising. The same tactic of encouraging fear of central national databases was then followed by HM Revenue and Customs.

The national debate and understanding of surveillance now is undermined not only by the arrogance and disengagement from civil society concerns by surveillance advocates, but also by long term and mainly clandestine programs by interested parties to subvert public policy in advance of discussion and regulation, so as to prevent effective technical controls being introduced.

The most significant group doing this internationally is the so-called “Five Eyes” alliance of signals intelligence agencies of the main English speaking countries, including Britain’s GCHQ and the US NSA. Their most important but not exclusive channels of intervention have been telecommunications standards bodies such as the ITU and the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). ETSI, although nominally an independent, non-profit, standards organization for the telecommunications industry, has also been a vehicle for rewriting the technical specifications of new telecommunications systems as they come along, so as to make them “interception friendly”.

In the darker and wholly secretive days of the 1970s and earlier, GCHQ and its allies built systems like the “ECHELON” Dictionary Network, intercepting and sifting all international satellite communication and using
free text search software years before Lindop sounded his warning. Using secrecy, they were ahead of the curve of public awareness and opinion – and still are – by intention and by design.

Thanks to the infiltration of surveillance agency interests into the ITU, ETSI and similar programmes, new mobile radio systems like GPRS, G3 and G4, and whatever may follow have come with surveillance systems built-in in advance, automatically available to be exploited by national governments and security agencies of every stripe. For parliamentarians and regulators here as elsewhere, the debate is often over before it begins. Caspar Bowden has highlighted how new US FISAAA legislation brought in 5 years ago requires cloud service providers to expose the private and commercial data they hold amounts to the latest and possibly most audacious step in this continuing campaign for access to private data.

In several senses, this is why the Communications Data Bill shows up an interesting new challenge in the UK, compared to the 1970s. No longer are telecommunications agencies single natural monopolies, either owned by or under the thumb of governments. While posing their own serious challenges to privacy, organisations like Skype, Google and Twitter, and the host of other enterprises using the power of the global common carrier that is the Internet, have no natural allegiance to the wide-ranging surveillance interests of the secret agencies.

That is why the interchanges of the committees on the CDB in which these data multinationals set out their experiences with the Home Office have been so interesting. The companies say they will and do in general comply with due legal process, disclosing private data when asked for cause and with authority, compliant with applicable law, and perhaps checking
The Home Office response is the Communications Data Bill (CDB) – a long-laid plan to compel national Communications Service Providers to install Deep Packet Inspection extraction and aggregation centres – for proportionality and necessity. But they also told the committees that they refuse to open their customers up to all-purpose unchecked trawling, and that they require requests comply with their own local and international law.

The Home Office response is the CDB – a long-laid plan to compel national CSPs to install Deep Packet Inspection extraction and aggregation centres to defeat the adherence of the data corporation to due process, and to create a national communications data and interception database, in all but name.

Well-established legal restraints on unreasonable search and seizure, reframed as tests of proportionality and necessity, are historically rather new to the British state’s attitude to surveillance. They are at the heart of the current debate on the CDB. The approach now taken will determine the form of the latest chapter in the history of British state surveillance.
For parliamentarians and regulators here as elsewhere, the debate is often over before it begins.
Angela Patrick is director of human rights policy at JUSTICE, an all-party law reform and human rights organisation. Angela is a qualified barrister, educated at Durham and Cambridge Universities. Before joining JUSTICE, from 2006 – 2011, she was assistant legal adviser to the UK Parliament’s Joint Committee on Human Rights.
Surveillance is a necessary activity in the fight against serious crime. When targeted, it clearly plays a vital part in our national security. However, unnecessary and excessive surveillance destroys our privacy and blights our liberty. Technological changes have consistently created a tension between the law, surveillance and the protection of privacy. In 1970, JUSTICE first observed:

"Privacy has been infringed as long as man has lived in society; in every community, there have always been eavesdroppers, gossips and peeping Toms. But until very recent times, the physical means of infringement available to those have been our natural senses, apparatus with which we are all familiar and against which we know instinctively how to protect ourselves. The arrival of advanced electronics, microcircuits, high-definition optics, infra-red film and the laser beam have changed all this."  

The intervening decades and the advent of the Internet have changed our relationship with each other and with the technology we use to support our daily lives. This has also created a new impetus to harness this technology for the purposes of the prevention and detection of crime, creating new challenges to our expectations of privacy. The legal framework in the UK has routinely struggled to keep pace.
The common law famously stopped far short of an enforceable right to privacy. It has however long recognised the impact which living our lives observed may have upon our personal and social development.\textsuperscript{4}

It is generally accepted that the greatest impetus for the structured regulation of surveillance within the United Kingdom has been the scrutiny of the European Court of Human Rights and the application of the right to respect for private and family life, home and correspondence, provided by Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), now transposed into domestic law by the Human Rights Act 1998 (HRA 1998). Article 8 (1) ECHR protects the right to respect of private and family life, home and correspondence. Article 8(2) provides that interferences with that right can only be justified when they serve a legitimate aim – such as protecting the rights of others or preventing and detecting crime – and the interference is necessary in a democratic society.

That each of the distinct acts of collection, retention and use of personal information is protected by our right to respect for private life, home and correspondence guaranteed by Article 8 ECHR is now a given.\textsuperscript{5} However, the Convention also recognises that surveillance is a justifiable act of State in the interests of protecting the rights of the wider community. Balancing the competing public interest in personal privacy and the public interest served by acts of covert surveillance, in practice, involves answering a series of questions:

a. Is the law governing surveillance sufficiently clear and precise to allow individuals to understand when surveillance powers will be used? For example, when will personal data be retained, and in what circumstances may it be accessed by the State?
b. Do those statutory provisions – and their implementation – address a legitimate aim, addressing the prevention and detection of crime, or other significant public interest?

c. Has evidence been produced to show how surveillance benefits this aim, and to support the Government’s case that the interference with individual privacy posed would be proportionate to those benefits?

d. Is surveillance the least restrictive means of achieving the aim and have alternatives been considered?

e. Are adequate and effective safeguards against abuse provided?

Surveillance generally occurs without the knowledge of the individual being watched. Only in the limited circumstances when the information is used in a trial or when an authority acknowledges the surveillance will an individual be able to challenge its propriety. In these circumstances, the European Convention on Human Rights places a significant obligation on the State to ensure that surveillance powers are closely drawn, safeguards appropriate and provision made for effective oversight:

[it is] unacceptable that the assurance of the enjoyment of a right ... could be... removed by the simple fact that the person concerned is kept unaware of its violation.6

The Court stressed that the justification of any surveillance measures places a significant burden on states to adopt the least intrusive measures possible:

[P]owers of secret surveillance of citizens, characterising as they do the police state, are tolerable under the Convention only in so far as strictly necessary for safeguarding the democratic institutions.7
Although the courts have stopped short of expressly requiring prior judicial authorisation of all surveillance operations, in many cases it has been considered essential. Judicial scrutiny is the paramount means of protecting individual privacy in instances where the individual themselves may be unaware that their information is being handled:

_The rule of law implies, inter alia, that interference by the executive authorities with an individual’s rights should be subject to effective supervision, which should normally be carried out by the judiciary, at least in the last resort, since judicial control affords the best guarantees of independence, impartiality and a proper procedure._\(^8\)

The primary focus of the European Court of Human Rights has been on the effectiveness of the law governing surveillance to avoid violations before they arise. Over the course of the 80s and 90s, the legislative framework in the UK was found seriously lacking, as we consistently failed to provide any adequate statutory basis for the use of covert powers of surveillance by our police and security agencies.\(^9\)


The Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000, or ‘RIPA’ as it is commonly known, governs the use of covert surveillance by public bodies. This includes bugs, video surveillance and interceptions of private communications (e.g. phone calls and emails), and even undercover agents (‘covert human intelligence sources’). It was introduced following a decision that the existing law on surveillance was insufficiently clear and incompatible with Article 8 ECHR.\(^10\)

RIPA governs surveillance by the police and other law enforcement bodies (e.g. the Serious Fraud Office or the Serious Organised Crime Agency), the security and intelligence services (MI5, MI6 and GCHQ), as well as a large number of other public bodies, including local government.
As a general rule, RIPA governs active surveillance – actions interfering with individual privacy that would normally be illegal if carried out by a private individual, e.g. installing a listening device in someone’s house, but that can be lawful when carried out for a legitimate governmental purpose, e.g. detecting crime. It does not extend to other privacy technologies such as databases or CCTV (except, for example, where the CCTV camera was installed in such a way as to monitor a private home). This kind of surveillance activity is governed by the Data Protection Act 1998, which affords individuals protection against the disproportionate and unnecessary use and processing of their personal data.\footnote{In virtually every other common law country, interceptions and bugs by law enforcement require a judicial warrant.}

RIPA distinguishes between interception of private communications and communications data (Part 1), and between directed surveillance and intrusive surveillance (Part 2).

‘Directed’ surveillance is surveillance that is conducted as part of a specific investigation and carried out ‘in such a manner as is likely to result in the obtaining of private information about a person’.

‘Intrusive’ surveillance is directed surveillance that involves either residential premises, a private vehicle, or any kind of surveillance device. So, for example, following a suspect down a street as part of an operation would be directed surveillance. Planting a bug in someone’s house, by contrast, would be intrusive surveillance.

Interception of private communication (phone calls, emails, text messages, faxes, etc) or ‘intercepts’ are the most sensitive kind of surveillance. With few exceptions, intercepts are authorised under warrant by the Home Secretary and anything obtained pursuant to a warrant – and the warrant itself – is completely inadmissible in any legal proceedings. This is because of the fears of MI5 and MI6 that using
intercept evidence would reveal too much about their interception capabilities. Interception without authorisation is a criminal offence.

‘Communications data’ is different from intercepts in that it is information about a communication rather than its contents. For example, the record of your phone provider that you called a particular telephone number on a particular time and date is communications data. What was actually said as part of telephone call would normally be covered by an intercept.

RIPA is complex and the kind of authorisation required and level of oversight available depends very much on the kind of surveillance. Generally speaking, the least intrusive kinds of surveillance are largely self-authorised by a senior member of the public body concerned, with after-the-fact scrutiny by the relevant commissioner. More intrusive surveillance requires the involvement of the Surveillance Commissioner but there is no prior judicial authorisation required for intercepts – the most intrusive kind of surveillance. The application of the Act is not limited to police and security services, but extends to public authorities including local councils, HMRC and other statutory bodies serving public functions. However, the most intrusive types of surveillance are reserved for use by a more limited range of services who work on the prevention and detection of crime.

In virtually every other common law country, interceptions and bugs by law enforcement require a judicial warrant. This means that the police have to apply to a judge for permission before they can carry out surveillance. By contrast, an interception warrant under Part 1 of RIPA is granted by the Home Secretary. The only requirement for judicial scrutiny under RIPA was introduced in 2012, when Parliament determined that local authorities exercising surveillance powers should first be authorised by a magistrate.
Part 4 of the Act provides for after-the-fact oversight by three different bodies: the Interception of Communications Commissioner, the Intelligence Services Commissioner and the Chief Surveillance Commissioners. Different activities are governed by different Commissioners. The Investigatory Powers Tribunal – a special Tribunal with extraordinary procedures which allow a complaint to be considered in secret and without confirming that an individual has been subject to surveillance – is established to hear complaints related to surveillance, including claims that an operation has violated individual rights under the HRA 1998.

RIPA was intended to provide a human rights compatible framework for the governance of surveillance in the modern age. Unfortunately, the Act has been subject to widespread criticism. One of our most senior judges has criticised the Act as “perplexing”.

The Act has led to a decade of crises and public controversies. For example, at the heart of the phone-hacking scandal was a misunderstanding that intercepting a voicemail message was only a criminal offence if the recipient hadn’t listened to it before the hacker did.

Communications Data and the Draft Bill

The proposals in the Draft Communications Data Bill would adopt the existing RIPA oversight model and would build upon its framework for access to data. Failing to address the criticism about complexity and ineffective administrative oversight, it would expand upon the pool of data available for the purposes of surveillance by creating a new statutory framework for the generation and retention of data. The combination of this expanded model for retention and access may make the shortcomings in the RIPA model for oversight all the more glaring.

Communications data is defined by RIPA and includes subscriber data, traffic data and use data. Broadly, subscriber data is information held by a provider about a
It creates a statutory basis for the generation, collection and retention of data about us all, with a rolling picture of our communications to be retained by individual Communications Service Providers for one year.

user; traffic data outlines information such as the location of the communication and the people involved, and details of the equipment used; and use data relates to the use made of the relevant service (for example, what websites a user has visited etc). For example, subscriber data as originally defined might capture account details and addresses or telephone numbers associated with an account. In the Internet age, it might extend to all of the information held by, for example, Facebook, on its users, including “likes”, “dislikes”, marital status, family relationships and employment history and photographs. Traffic data as defined might set out the location of two static telephones; in the digital age, it may give a sophisticated picture of the type of device being used and may allow an individual’s movements to be pinpointed across a series of mobile phone calls as they move across the country. The definitions of communications data in RIPA would be adopted in the Draft Bill without amendment. The Parliamentary Joint Committee appointed to scrutinise the Draft Bill accepted that the definitions in RIPA are generally outdated.

Under RIPA “Requests” may be made for information that the provider already holds. Notices issued under RIPA may require a provider to acquire data it does not routinely keep on behalf of the requesting body. Notices and authorisations last one month unless renewed. Service providers must comply with notices requiring access to communications data under RIPA, unless it is ‘not reasonably practicable’ to do so. If necessary, the Secretary of State can seek an injunction for the enforcement of the notice. Oversight is provided by the Interception of Communications Commissioner. Since late 2005, public bodies able to make requests have been subject to an inspection regime carried out by an inspectorate under the direction of a Chief Inspector and the supervision of the Commissioner. Named public bodies can access different categories of data for different purposes, following internal administrative authorisation by a senior officer within their organisation. Local authorities may only access limited data following authorisation by a magistrate.
It is clear that the Government intends that this process will allow the process of obtaining data following authorisation to be significantly automated and controlled by a central system which is either digitally operated or operated by a staff team under contract to the Secretary of State.

The Data Retention (EC Directive) Regulations 2009 (which implement the EU Data Retention Directive) require certain public communications operators to retain information originally held for commercial purposes for up to 12 months.

The overriding difference between the existing framework and the proposals in the Draft Bill is a shift away from the presumption that for limited purposes, the State may access data already retained or reasonably obtainable by service providers, when shown to be necessary and proportionate for the prevention or detection of crime and other reasons, which serve the public interest. Instead, it creates a statutory basis for the generation, collection and retention of data about us all, with a rolling picture of our communications to be retained by individual Communications Service Providers (CSPs) for one year.

The Draft Bill envisages an entirely new regime for access to this expanded pool of data, albeit one which appears similar to the RIPA model of requests and notices served by public officials “authorised” to obtain data for specific purposes (Clause 10). However, the Bill also provides for the creation of a centralised “filter” mechanism (Clause 14). Even following pre-legislative scrutiny, it is extremely unclear how this filter will relate to the data which CSPs will be required to harvest and store. However, it is clear that the Government intends that this process will allow the process of obtaining data following authorisation to be significantly automated and controlled by a central system which is either digitally operated or operated by a staff team under contract to the Secretary of State (it has been suggested that the Metropolitan Police might tender for this role). Without further information about how the filter mechanism might operate – or indeed how it might relate to individual authorisations – it is incredibly difficult to consider whether it might be accompanied by adequate safeguards for the protection of privacy. However, the introduction of automation for the compilation of data across several different providers does suggest that the Government seeks to increase the
Without clear information on the operation of these measures, it is difficult to assess whether there will be adequate safeguards in place.

accessibility of data significantly. The Parliamentary Joint Committee appointed to scrutinise the Draft Bill described the process:

The Request Filter is a Government owned and operated data mining device which, to work efficiently, requires each CSP to maintain its own database of all its communications data in a common format. Each CSP database will be able to be accessed at any time by the Request Filter ... The Request Filter can be equated to a federated database.24

This combination of an expanded pool of data, in combination with easier access through automated processing raises a number of questions about the proportionality of these measures. The question is then whether each of these steps is justified and proportionate, and whether, taken together, they are necessary in a democratic society. Even if evidence can be produced to show that there is a legitimate need for change, without clear information on the operation of these measures, it is difficult to assess whether there will be adequate safeguards in place – including through effective oversight – to satisfy the requirements of Article 8 ECHR and to protect the right to respect for private life, home and correspondence.

However, the compilation and the retention of data – as opposed to its use – has been subject to the increasing judicial scrutiny both at home and in Strasbourg.25 For example, the routine retention of the DNA samples and profiles of innocent people – who had been arrested and released – as part of the National DNA Database has been ruled a disproportionate interference with the right to respect for private life. In that case, the European Court of Human Rights explained that measures which operate without regard to individual impact and characteristics must be accompanied by clear justification and appropriate safeguards.26 More recently, the Court of Appeal ruled that the routine collection and retention by the
The arguments provided by the Government in support of the Bill have significantly underplayed the impact on individual privacy of data retention.

police of information about protesters not been suspected of any criminal offence could amount to a violation of the rights of those individuals to respect for private life in violation of Article 8 ECHR.27

The arguments provided by the Government in support of the Bill have significantly underplayed the impact on individual privacy of data retention. A failure to recognise the proper boundaries imposed by the Convention – and the HRA 1998 – will lead to a significant risk of litigation and subsequent legal challenge at home or abroad. Individuals will seek to have retained data deleted and may challenge a refusal to do so. The proper scope of the existing law on data retention – embodied in the EU Data Retention Directive – is currently being challenged in precisely this way across Europe. Digital Rights Ireland awaits a decision of European Court of Justice in Luxembourg on the legality of blanket retention under EU law.28

The UK is pushing the boundaries of international law on the retention of data for the purposes of the prevention and detection of crime. As learnt in the development of the DNA database; where arbitrary rules are imposed without proper justification, the law will push back.
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Surveillance technology is of two main types – equipment that keeps tabs on you in the physical world, and processes that track your activity “online” where computers keep a record of your communications and your financial activity.

The physical world is reasonably straightforward to understand. As is well known, very large numbers of CCTV cameras are installed in public and private spaces in the UK and a recording will be kept of what they see. The cameras may be fixed, or a remote operator may be able to choose where they point and how much they zoom in. The quality of the images captured varies very considerably – with older systems merely producing a blurry impression of what has occurred with little hope of identifying the people concerned. Newer systems can produce high quality material that will enable precise identification of individuals and may also capture audio to accompany the pictures.

Experimental systems process the recordings in real time, trying to match the images to mugshot galleries – with mixed results. The early trials, for example in Newham, were significantly overhyped – but face recognition technology continues to improve. Other systems attempt to identify individuals by their gait as they move from camera to camera, and others detect when people don’t follow the usual routes through an underground station or a car park – perhaps because they are ill, or suicidal, or are contemplating a theft.
Many new phones are capable of learning their exact position using GPS and this information can be remotely accessed.

CURRENT AND FUTURE SURVEILLANCE TECHNOLOGY

The police ANPR (automatic number plate recognition) system records the index plates of vehicles passing an extensive system of cameras on major (and minor) roads. These systems permit immediate dispatch of interceptor vehicles when cars are stolen, or after-the-fact analysis to determine which vehicles were at a crime scene, where they came from and where they went to. More targeted deployments of cameras, linked to online databases, are used for random checks to determine if passing cars are insured and have a current vehicle excise license.

The examples so far have been mass surveillance systems – more directed surveillance traditionally involved police officers staking out a house and noting all the comings and goings. Nowadays, less labour-intensive surveillance may involve cameras and microphones being surreptitiously installed into light switches, or into a car, the location of which is continuously recorded by an attached GPS tracking device. The police are also getting interested in using drones for surveillance – mainly as a cheaper (and quieter) alternative to the police helicopter.

“Online” tracking can be equally revealing of people’s actions and movements. The records created by an Oyster card user will show where they have travelled over the preceding couple of years; their bank and credit card records will show where they have been spending money and give an indication of what they have been buying. Companies like Tesco will, for those customers with loyalty cards, have complete records of their purchases and will be able to make educated guesses about their lifestyle, living arrangements, and some aspects of their medical history.

Mobile phones continuously interact with nearby cell towers so that incoming calls can be delivered. The phone companies are obliged to retain data about the location of a phone whenever a call is made or received, but if your phone is powered up then they have access to your location at all times and can provide this to law enforcement in real time if this is required. The location information can be
extremely precise within cities, but in rural areas it may only give the most general of positions. However, many new phones are capable of learning their exact position using GPS and this information can be remotely accessed.

The records that telephone companies (both fixed line and mobile) keep can be rapidly interrogated to provide lists of calls made from any particular phone, or to any particular phone. These lists will also include the duration of the call and the physical location of the endpoints. Mobile handsets have a unique identifier called an IMEI; this is independent of the phone number which is set by the SIM card inserted into the phone. Call records can be identified either by the phone number or the IMEI device identifier – permitting the tracing of phone activity even when the SIM has been changed.

When interaction is by email instead of by phone then the authorities can still get lists of who is communicating with whom. The email provider is obliged (if they are within the European Union) to keep records of who email was sent to or from, along with timestamp information and exactly how large each email was. Once again, law enforcement regularly requests lists of this email metadata, which can be indexed by sender or receiver.

However, when the email provider is not within the jurisdiction then they may not be obliged to keep records of activity or they may not be prepared to hand over substantial amounts of detailed information to foreign law enforcement. One way of tackling this problem is for UK ISPs to wiretap all the Internet traffic going back and forth to the foreign website and then to reconstruct the email metadata for that site from the wiretap results.

Proponents of this approach claim that by using DPI (deep packet inspection) equipment they can straightforwardly extract a summary listing of what is in someone’s mailbox.
someone’s mailbox – these are fixed format strings that are easy to locate on the page – whenever the user is looking at the relevant page. The content of the email would not be captured by this method – that would be “interception” and require special warrants – but the metadata created would be equivalent to what a UK-based provider is already required to keep.

It remains unclear how cost effective this DPI approach will be – as traffic levels increase, ever more DPI equipment would be needed. As a technique it is completely stymied by the use of web page encryption (which turns the traffic on the wire into incomprehensible blobs of data) and would doubtless be very fragile in that minor changes to the email website would require the data extraction code to be recast. The system could never be capable of handling more than a handful of foreign websites at any one time and operational security considerations make it unlikely that details about the currently targeted sites could be shared with the junior police officers who might to use the data for their investigations – i.e. it’s hard to see how this sort of data could ever be used for anything outside the national security ambit.

There is, of course, all sorts of other surveillance-relevant information available on the Internet freely available that anyone can access. The police call this “open source” data and it includes Facebook pages, Twitter feeds, postings on public web forums and so forth. Should any of this information be of interest, then the police will generally wish to ascertain who has posted it. The owner of the relevant website will, upon receipt of a properly formed request, be able to supply the “IP address” of the poster. Police will also be told the IP addresses of computers used in hacking attacks and other bad events. The ability to determine which user’s account was associated with a particular IP address at a particular time is called “traceability”.
Computers connected to the Internet are given a unique “IP address” and data packets are routed towards this IP address, so where there is direct two way communication it cannot be forged. The IP addresses are allocated to ISPs in contiguous blocks, so if it is necessary to determine “who did that?” then public records can be interrogated to determine which ISP was providing Internet service, and they can then consult their records to determine which customer was allocated the particular IP address at the relevant time. That information does not of course indicate whose fingers were on the keyboard, but it will clearly indicate where to look next, or whose door to break down.

This precise mapping of IP address to customer account is problematic for Internet access from smartphones – there are not enough spare IP addresses for every phone to get a unique allocation. Instead, phones share IP addresses in a very dynamic manner and although the mobile phone provider could record the detail of these allocations, at present they often fail to do so. Addressing this “traceability hole” is one of the key aims of current Home Office policies, although they’ve been rather coy about saying so, in the hope that criminals will not exploit the weakness.

So far, all of the surveillance and tracking systems have been considered in isolation, but this is about to change in a major way. One of the provisions of the draft Communications Data Bill is the creation of a data correlation system dubbed a “Filter”. This system will combine enormous amounts of data from different systems, hoping to identify activity that would not have been apparent within a single system.

It is fundamentally inherent to this proposal that Filter data should be collected on everyone’s activity and that this data should be made available en masse from the private companies, the ISPs and telephone companies that provide services, to government systems for the correlation processing. The data won’t necessarily be physically combined on a single system (in fact it would be poor engineering to do
The complexity and secrecy of the proposed “Filter” system will make it extremely challenging to ensure that misuse, or just simple “mission creep”, does not occur.

This integrated processing promises to make it much harder for criminals to communicate over a diversity of systems and thereby avoid being tracked – records of phone calls, emails and tweets could be easily combined. But the system’s capabilities go much further than that and the type of “big data” system envisaged will be capable of complex data mining tasks. To take a fictional example from Charlie Brooker’s “National Anthem”, the source of a YouTube upload could be identified by the uniqueness of its size and timing; or, closer to real life, the source of an embarrassing leak could be identified by cross-correlating records to pick out exactly who in Whitehall sent out an email whose reception by a journalist triggered an immediate call to the relevant newspaper editor.

The trade-off for these new insights into criminal activity is that more information must be automatically collected about everyone (“just in case”), it must be stored for long periods, measured in years, and it must be handed over to the government operated filter for processing with the inherent assumption that the processing will be necessary, proportionate and authorised. There is tremendous scope for misusing such a system; a police state would relish the opportunity of correlating data on everyone out on the streets for a demonstration, everyone gathering in groups behind closed doors – or just collating a list of everyone who passed on an email containing a subversive joke. The complexity and secrecy of the proposed “Filter” system will make it extremely challenging to ensure that misuse, or just simple “mission creep”, does not occur.

this) but it will be logically combined. The original collectors of the data will not have any knowledge of what it is being used for, or possibly even how much data is being processed, so there will be no opportunity for whistle-blowing should excesses occur.
The source of an embarrassing leak could be identified by cross-correlating records to pick out exactly who in Whitehall sent out an email whose reception by a journalist triggered an immediate call to the relevant newspaper editor.
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It is easy enough to get agreement on the general aims of surveillance law: intrusion should pass tests of necessity and proportionality and there must be a robust framework of oversight.

But laws require words of precise meaning and easy interpretation. Precision is needed by those who wish to undertake surveillance and those who authorise their requests. Third parties such as communications services providers, public authorities and financial services companies who are asked to co-operate, those who turn out to be innocent but have been subject to excess and seek redress, and the courts who may have to arbitrate, all have to be clear about what is permitted and what records should exist of decisions made. The legal words need to reflect the reality of how the technology works.

A number of factors conspire to inhibit sensible and balanced discussion of surveillance laws, some practical in terms of the knowledge needed, some from politics. And there are a few elements that present real challenges about the efficacy of laws passed to regulate surveillance.

One excuse for political inaction, some MPs say, is that surveillance is not a doorstep or constituency surgery issue like jobs, the economy or the closure of a local hospital. But even if the public are not interested in the twists and turns of surveillance legislation, they can have strong feelings in the face of abuse, as shown by concern about the use of Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act (RIPA) powers against fly-tipping and dog fouling, the deployment of undercover police officers.
The legal words need to reflect the reality of how the technology works.

why digital technology poses a problem for surveillance law

who had long-term sexual relationships with environmental activists, and the use of “dead children” identities.

Surveillance Policy in General

Surveillance is part of more general security policy. Some politicians will have you believe that there is only one aim: to keep people, institutions and the community safe. But there are two others: to protect the essential values of society (freedom of speech, open and fair judicial processes, right to dissent, privacy such that the state only intrudes when provably necessary), and to deliver value for money.

Surveillance law is about balancing competing objectives, not absolutes. But for lazy politicians it seems simpler to use the scare language of paedophilia, terrorism and “lives lost” than to make the nuanced arguments of managing risks. Easier, too, for opposition politicians to say an incumbent is weak and not doing “enough”.

Changes in the Landscape

But there are particular problems in getting to grips with how far surveillance capabilities and technologies have changed – and the implications.

First we need to look at the changes, some of them a function of our increasing personal use of digital devices but others the result of the deployment of official and commercial information-gathering and storage facilities.

Over 80% of the UK population has access to the Internet from home and each UK household on average owns three Internet-enabled devices. RIPA currently allows the collection of a user’s activities in terms of the “top level” of a website and data is retained for a year.
Costs of hard disk storage fall by 50% every 18 months – a 1000GB (1 TB) hard disk now costs about £55 – so that in a typical warrant execution on domestic premises the police can expect to find several PCs of various vintages, plus external data storage devices such as disks and USB memory sticks.

There are 130 mobile phone contracts per 100 of the population and 52% of mobile phone users have a smartphone which is in effect a powerful ultra-portable computers. Nearly all these devices contain substantive files, copies of emails sent and received and histories of such Internet activity as websites visited or research carried out by the owner. Police can obtain this information under PACE powers.

All mobile phones will contain some records of calls made and received and copies of SMSs made and received – Ofcom says 200 SMSs are sent per person per month. While the phone is switched on, it constantly re-registers its presence with the nearest mast; this archive of an individual’s detailed movements is retained for 12 months. Cell site analysis is now one of the most powerful and widely used of investigative techniques and is available under RIPA and the EU Data Retention Directive.

At the same time the availability of Closed Circuit Television (CCTV), both publicly and privately owned, has expanded greatly, in terms of the quantity of cameras and their locations, as has the quality of images. The UK’s National Policing Improvement Agency (NPIA) operates a national DNA database, which is one of the world’s largest, with profiles on an estimated 5,570,284 individuals as of 31 March 2012. The NPIA also operates a national automatic number plate recognition system (ANPR), which by March 2011 was receiving 15 million sightings daily, with over 11 billion vehicle sightings stored. A national fingerprint database contained 8.3m individuals’ prints in April 2010. Another newer method for tracking the movements, at least of people in London, is via the Oyster card.
At the same time, commercial companies have built up their databanks – through customer relationship software and credit data. Some companies – Google, Facebook, twitter – base almost their entire business on acquiring and then monetising personal data.

What characterises many of these changes is “rapid incrementalism” – change that occurs bit-by-bit, just too slowly to easily register in the public imagination but which nevertheless has profound impact – rather as personal computing power and mobile telephony have become wholly embedded in many people’s lives.

There have also been significant improvements in specific surveillance technologies, covered elsewhere in this publication.

**Data Amalgamation or Link Analysis**

Some technologies are introduced on one agenda and then deployed against others: ANPR finds stolen, unlicensed and un-insured cars but also tracks all vehicular movements on major roads. Data is collected for one purpose and retained forever on a “you never know it may be useful” basis – DNA, finger prints and, once legally obtained from Communications Service Providers (CSPs), cell site and web log data. (The 12 month period is the time the CSP holds data pending a request from law enforcement). “Convenient” and “efficient” means by which CSPs pass information to law enforcement – the semi-automated provision of mobile phone call data records, for example, can have the effect of by-passing the impact of the application of the “necessity” and “proportionality” tests.

Yet other aspects only become obvious on very close scrutiny. Data amalgamation, sometimes called “link analysis”, consists of linking different streams of evidence into chronologies of events, and assessing who knew who, and is a fundamental feature of investigations. But once all data is digital, software can combine and
There are particular problems in getting to grips with how far surveillance capabilities and technologies have changed – and the implications.

produce visualisations; the more data there is, the greater the granularity of the resulting analysis – and the greater the intrusion, far more than was ever envisaged when necessity and proportionality tests were applied to the original streams of evidence.

Many of the technological changes have had a drastic effect on the economics of surveillance. Traditional physical surveillance of a single important target may involve the cost of at least six operatives, more if the coverage is 24-hour. Live mobile phone movement coverage, aided perhaps by ANPR data and CCTV, can be handled by one operative sitting in an office. Seldom argued is the possible conclusion that the agencies may need less in the way of manpower.

Internationalism

Perhaps the greatest challenge both to policy makers and legislators is that globalisation and technology are taking matters far out of their control. The Internet is global and attempted restrictions on it inhibit innovation, trade and the exchange of ideas. Global information facilities companies like Google, Amazon and Microsoft offer search, communications, storage and processing services of immense social and economic value. Such companies are multi-jurisdictional as are the technical resources they offer, which are located in many different places; at any one time it may be unclear where a specific item of data is being held. Many of these companies have collected vast amounts of personal data about their customers, much of it of great potential value to police and spook investigators.

Most of the services are encrypted – mainly to protect customers from criminals but with the effect of denying surveillance agencies easy access. Ultimately there are often legal routes to access, but these are far slower than the speed at which criminals and terrorists move. It is a highly awkward realisation for nation states
and their legislatures to understand that their powers and capabilities have weakened, and that they need to form new types of co-operative relationship with these global Internet entities.

Practical Problems

The practical problems are, alas, extensive.

- It is much easier to make incremental legal patches than fundamental changes: bigger bills require scarce larger legislative “slots” for time on the floor of Parliament and in committee. It is also easier for promoters to claim that a proposed change is almost negligible – “maintaining capability”.

- Legislators need knowledge of existing law. But surveillance law is spread over many statutes and often depends on frequently changing codes of practice. Authorisers of intrusion are variously judges, senior law enforcement officers and a Secretary of State. There is a least one substantial oddity: interception of data in transmission is currently inadmissible, though all other forms of data acquisition are not.

- Legislators need knowledge of how investigations take place, the techniques and resources used and where the costs occur. Most will probably not know unless they worked in law enforcement or as criminal lawyers.

- Legislators need knowledge of the technical capabilities of surveillance technologies. That has to include technologies currently deployed under existing law, as well as what the near future is likely to deliver. Law enforcers will say they are reluctant to provide detail in public for fear of alerting their targets.

- A similar need for secrecy is invoked when there are public demands for detailed breakdowns of costs, including claiming commercial confidentiality for vendors. When looking at estimates it is useful to consider other areas of related government expenditure: the annual cost of running the Serious Organised Crime Agency is £460m, and for the new Tier One UK Threat, CyberSecurity, the real new money being spent.
is £650m over 4 years, of which £65m covers Home Office activities, with £28m allocated specifically to law enforcement. Apparently the Government has already spent £405m on the Communications Capability Development Programme even before its related enabling Bill has passed through Parliament.

- Legislators need to understand the nature and extent of the threats surveillance laws are meant to mitigate. In the last 12 months there has been an overall drop of 8% in recorded crime in England and Wales; only personal and retail thefts show an increase. ONS says there has been a 41% drop in recorded crime between 2002 and 2011, and a 26% drop using the British Crime Survey methodology. If we take the last time anyone died from terrorism, 2005, when “7/7” occurred with 52 victims, in that particular year you were over 61 times more likely to die in a road crash and 72 times more likely to incur a fatality in the home than to be killed in a terrorist atrocity. There has been approximately one serious terrorist attempt per year since then, all so far caught in time because once a plan moves towards action, the processes of sourcing material, establishing a bomb factory and recruiting personnel all create risks of detection for the actors.

**Police and Security Service Pressures**

Finally, there’s the position of the major actors. Law enforcement and security agencies are expected to deliver public safety and successful prosecutions against budgets for resources and powers, which they will regard as inadequate. If politicians use the language of absolutes as opposed to managing risk, police and the security services do likewise. In any event, it is only reasonable that they should argue for “operational convenience” and lower levels of “bureaucracy”. Police and the security services follow the same course as all lobbyists: exaggerate and demand more than they need. And there is a particular advantage in doing so. In the wake of a large disaster that they have been unable to prevent, they are able to point to an audit trail of requests for powers and resources denied. And politicians know this.
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Data preservation instead of data retention

Caspar Bowden

Ubiquitous personal communication technologies are here to stay. Because of exponentially falling data storage costs, two contrasting states of society can be envisaged. The default will be either that individuals determine whether and when their history is recorded, subject to exceptions, or data will exist about everyone all the time. This is the policy choice between data retention and preservation, and it is a sharp dichotomy.

Over two decades the UK has been in the vanguard of a core group of five European countries seeking systematic Internet surveillance. A blanket retention regime gives law-enforcement an “Internet Tardis” to go back in time and find out retrospectively what anyone was thinking about, whom they were talking to, and where they were. The dichotomy between retention and preservation is really about whether we want to give government such a “time machine” to scrutinize everyone’s past behaviour without prior reason.

In contrast, targeted data preservation would likely mean that data is recorded only about 1% of individuals for whom there is some prior lawful justification. William Binney, who used to design such systems for the US National Security Agency (and has now become a whistleblower) and other independent technical experts agree this is sufficient to fight crime and terrorism effectively, when used intelligently.
However, security bureaucracies oppose preservation because they would be obliged to select targets, and they fear having to account for those decisions retrospectively.

The UK passed the first Internet retention laws with ATCSA 2001, and used its EU Presidency to enact the Data Retention Directive. The Communications Data Bill will set in stone the doctrine that all metadata in current and future services may be retained. Location data has special privacy risks. It can easily be correlated with other data. For example, Internet and mobile usage patterns reveal sensitive data, such as one’s political and intimate life.

The Home Office has the Olympic chutzpah to call the apparatus for data-mining all this information a “Filter”, and to justify it in the name of human rights. It says that by connecting up a virtual database (to hunt for arbitrary patterns of suspicion in all the data), they won’t have to build a new central database. But the point is the untrammelled power to hunt through every private life with the tools of military intelligence.

This is a fork in the road, and these are the reasons why this Bill is the most dangerous long-term threat to a free society ever proposed by a democratic government, and should be rejected in its entirety. It ought to be obvious that continuously recording the pattern of interactions of every online social relationship, and analyzing them with the “Filter”, is simply tyrannical.

The following elements are a basis for discussion for an alternative policy for preservation which respects human rights and provide proportionate and effective means for law-enforcement:

- Quick-response preservation on persons who have been identified as facing a real and immediate serious threat, and designated vulnerable groups.
• Convicts of specified crimes released on license must register their means of electronic communication for data preservation during a prescribed period.

• Case-by-case judicial authorization for preservation, targeted at those reasonably believed to be engaged in criminal activities (with emergency procedures). Similar reforms should be made for prior judicial approval of interception warrants. Targets should be notified afterwards of preservation and/or interception where suspicions prove unfounded (unless there are compelling reasons not to do so).

• A centre for analysis of preserved data, intended to investigate links between criminal groups, and generate new targets for preservation (subject to judicial authorization).

• Replace the current three Commissioners with a unified Surveillance Commission, reporting to Parliament, with multi-skilled investigators including human rights and computer experts, credibly able to detect and deter abuse, corruption, and insider attacks.

• A fixed ceiling on the number of interception warrants, and a larger ceiling for targets of communications data preservation, which could only be altered by Parliament.

*It ought to be obvious that continuously recording the pattern of interactions of every online social relationship, and analyzing them with the “Filter”, is simply tyrannical.*
State surveillance: user notification and transparency

Simone Halink

Introduction

States are regularly failing to ensure that laws and regulations related to communications surveillance adhere to international human rights and thus to adequately protect communications privacy. International experts, including the Dutch digital rights organisation Bits of Freedom, have therefore drafted international principles that provide a framework to evaluate whether current or proposed communications surveillance laws and practices are consistent with human rights.¹

When applied to the Draft Communications Data Bill (CDB), the principles show that the bill is inconsistent with different aspects of human rights law as explained in chapter 2 of this publication. This contribution will focus on whether the CDB sufficiently enables individuals to fully understand the scope and application of communications surveillance laws, as embodied in the principles on ‘user notification’ and ‘transparency’.

Transparency

The principle on ‘transparency’ requires States to be transparent about the use and scope of communications surveillance powers. This means that States must provide individuals with sufficient information to enable them to fully comprehend the scope, nature and application of the laws permitting communications surveillance. This principle also requires States to publish, at a minimum, aggregate information on the number of surveillance requests approved and rejected, and a disaggregation of the requests by service provider and by investigation and purpose.

The CDB falls short on both counts.

First, the use and scope of the CDB is unclear. The bill contains a very comprehensive power allowing the Secretary of State to make an Order requiring the communications operators to generate and retain communications data. The detail on what data is covered will be contained in notices beneath the legislation. This detail is currently kept secret to the general public. The fact that the government has given a very broad indication of the categories that will be covered by the CDB\(^2\), does not solve this problem; it is insufficient to grasp the full meaning of the law.

Additionally, the UK government does not provide sufficient information on surveillance requests by law enforcement in general. Although the report of the UK Interception of Communications Commissioner contains some aggregate data, it does not provide sufficient data to evaluate the types of requests, the extent of each access request, the purpose of the requests, and the scrutiny applied to them.\(^3\) These flaws also extend to requests for communications data under the CDB.

**User notification**

The principle on ‘user notification’ requires individuals to be notified by default of a decision authorising the request for their communications data by law enforcement. Such notification must leave enough time and information to enable them to appeal the decision. A delay in notification should only be justified in exceptional circumstances.

The CDB is not consistent with this principle as a provision on user notification is absent.

The UK helped draft and sought to comply with different human rights instruments for over half a century. It can thus not afford to adopt legislation that is inconsistent with these laws. The UK government must therefore, amongst others, correct the above mentioned flaws.

**Notes**

1. The principles are currently being finalised and will be published shortly. An earlier draft of the principles is available at http://www.necessaryandproportionate.net/
2. IP address subscriber details, data identifying which Internet services or websites are being accessed, and data from overseas communications operators.
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Technology fuels surveillance harms

Dr. Joss Wright

Where laws intersect with technology, as is strikingly the case with surveillance, the discrepancy between the pace of technological change and the pace of legal change requires lawmakers to consider carefully the risks that arise from the future development and application of technologies. Crucially, and challengingly, it is necessary to differentiate between the limitations that exist in current technologies, and will disappear as technology develops; and those limitations that are fixed and inherent.

Information technologies, and in particular the Internet, have expanded the potential for surveillance to a degree that would have seemed fantastical in previous decades. Unprecedented levels of data can now be collected, stored, and analysed, and can be combined and controlled with an amazing degree of centrality.

The technical capabilities of the Internet not only allow this surveillance, they encourage us, through convenience, to place more and more of our lives into the spotlight. We now read news, search for information, talk to friends, organize social and business life, bank, and meet potential partners via the Internet. There is no precedent that can even approximate a model for the pervasiveness of the Internet in our lives -- not the phone network, not post or telegraph, not CCTV surveillance. Equating the Internet with historical technologies when making policy is not simply wrong, it is dangerously misleading.

From the state’s perspective, the desire for surveillance is easy to understand. Such a wealth of data seems to promise an oracle allowing security services not only to investigate, but also to detect, predict and prevent crimes -- and ubiquitous surveillance can, certainly, achieve some of these goals.

The sheer wealth of data that surveillance reveals, however, tips the balance decisively from its power to help towards its power to
harm. Vast amounts of information can be handled by faster and faster computers, but the power and accuracy of the predictive algorithms are not so scalable -- when applied blindly to entire populations the ability to identify suspicious patterns is lost in the flood and becomes either worthless or actively harmful.

Pervasive and detailed information on individuals is a powerful tool. When investigating a crime the details of a suspect’s activities, communications, and habits can be highly valuable. This tool, however, can be used just as effectively against all those individuals who are not under suspicion -- blackmail, fraud, stalking, and simple invasion of privacy are all enabled by such collections of data just as effectively as the investigation of crime. Placing an entire population in handcuffs to ensure that the criminals have been caught is not an acceptable policy.

As such, any legal framework for enabling surveillance must, in the first instance, be based on the notion of targeted gathering of data on well-justified grounds. This precludes the a priori gathering and storage of data -- such gathering should only occur in response to justified suspicions. Data that is found not to be useful, particularly where it concerns third parties, must be deleted quickly and verifiably. Further, there should be no institutionalised technical mechanism to surveil communications; instead, surveillance requests should be made directly to service providers who must be free to manage and control their own platforms.

As has been observed with existing laws, such as the UK’s own RIPA, surveillance powers are easily and widely abused. Strict and independent audit, therefore, both of surveillance requests and data handling should be a key feature of any proposed surveillance framework. This must, of course, be supported by stringent penalties for misuse of either powers or data. Transparency, imposed both at a legal level and by the need to interact with private organisations that control infrastructure, is the only hope to mitigate the abuses that inevitably accompany such approaches.

The technological landscape in which we find ourselves is one in which the potential for surveillance is vast and growing. Surveillance law must therefore focus on restraining risks and abuses, without being carried away by false promises of effectiveness. Minimisation, decentralisation, accountability and limitation of access are all necessary steps to ensure that the cure is not worse than the disease.

Equating the Internet with historical technologies when making policy is not simply wrong, it is dangerously misleading.

Placing an entire population in handcuffs to ensure that the criminals have been caught is not an acceptable policy.
Freedom offline, surveillance online – an unsustainable conflict

Nick Pickles

The Internet has undoubtedly changed life beyond recognition in a relatively tiny fraction of time. Few areas of our lives are untouched by cyberspace and the impact on law enforcement is clearly one area that cannot be ignored.

The danger is that this pace of change, coupled with massive increases in computing power, sees the scale of surveillance increase far beyond what we would recognise as a civil balance between privacy and security. Worse, it leads to a policy response driven by a desire to do something quickly, rather than to manage the long-term consequences of legislation.

For many governmental organisations, the approach to surveillance and investigation offline is being replaced by a belief that more data is implicitly a good thing. Once data has been captured, the temptation – indeed, pressure – going forward will be to maximise the use of the information through increasingly invasive data mining.

However, a more fundamental shift is also taking place – that of governments seeking to use private commercial operations to gather data solely for use by agents of the state.

These issues are at the heart of the Communications Data Bill and pose a fundamental challenge to the future of a digital society, departing from the values that have underpinned democracy for centuries.

While technology may be changing, it should not justify moving further away from the basic principles of a democratic society as a
result. We would not ask newsagents to record what newspapers and magazines people buy, nor landlords to record who spoke to who in their premises. Surveillance without suspicion was, and remains, an affront to our right to live our lives in private.

Given the importance of encryption and private networks to ensuring data protection and information security, the tension between legitimate and necessary measures to protect the privacy of communications and the desire of law enforcement could become a hugely damaging spiral.

If the only barrier is the amount of computing power at your disposal, clearly Governments have the potential to use these tools to profile and analyse their populations in ways never before possible. If the promised improvements in security and reduction in crime are not delivered, as has been the case with every law enforcement innovation since the establishment of the police, the likely response will not be a different approach, but an acceleration of intrusion and ever broader types of data being collected.

This is the challenge we face as we seek to build a digital society. If Big Brother Watch’s research has demonstrated anything, it’s that surveillance is a rising tide. Once capability is installed, it is almost unprecedented for it to be removed. This is a key concern in the current debate, namely that once data is collected, changing the purposes for which it can be accessed and the ways it can be used is legislative tinkering, unlikely to attract substantive scrutiny.

John Stuart Mill wrote in On Liberty that “The strongest of all arguments against the interference of the public with purely personal conduct, is that when it does interfere, the odds are that it interferes wrongly, and in the wrong place.”

This lesson remains true today, along with those values that built the modern democracies we seek to offer to the world as a beacon of hope for the oppressed and the imprisoned. Future generations demand of us that if we are to grant the state new powers, we bear responsibility of how they are used by those regimes that have not yet assumed power.

While technology may be changing, it should not justify moving further away from the basic principles of a democratic society as a result.

John Stuart Mill wrote that ‘The strongest of all arguments against the interference of the public with purely personal conduct, is that when it does interfere, the odds are that it interferes wrongly, and in the wrong place.’ This lesson remains true today.
Citizens not suspects: surveillance in a digital age

Rachel Robinson

The moment that human beings form relationships, families and other associations, let alone complex digital societies, new tests emerge for the protection of personal privacy.

The technological advances of recent decades have magnified the challenge. An online message or entry to a search engine may be no less private and sensitive than a hushed conversation or a private letter was to an earlier generation.

Whilst we can accept that, without some proportionate and lawful intrusion, other vital concerns such as public safety would be impossible to pursue, we must not forget that a society which does not pay sufficient regard to personal privacy – and its meaning in digital age – is one where dignity, intimacy and trust are fatally undermined.

The holding of mass information through large-scale databases is one of the most significant societal changes with privacy implications in recent decades. Liberty has never opposed targeted surveillance but proposals such as the now discredited ID card scheme and current plans to introduce blanket collection and retention of communications data amount to nothing less than monitoring of the population at large, turning a nation of citizens into a nation of suspects.

Technological innovation is a double edged sword. The Internet has brought huge gains for free speech and association and has been a democratising force in repressive societies. By the same token it has also brought with it new ways of committing crime. But, often overlooked, are the huge gains for law enforcement
yielded by greater online communication. Increased access to records of communications between individuals is, in itself, a recent boon for police. Not too long ago, before the wide availability of mobile phones and email, most communications between individuals, if not carried out through traditional telephony or letter writing, would have been conducted face to face. This would have presented different – potentially more challenging – obstacles for crime prevention and detection. The fact that, in recent times, the State has benefitted from access to communications data already recorded and retained by communications providers, should not lead inexorably to the conclusion that total access to data should be required.

For good reason other – supposedly more intrusive – surveillance techniques available under the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act, such as bugging (whether in private or in public), the use of human covert surveillance or the interception of communications need prior authorisation on the basis of individual suspicion. Once authorised they can only be carried out in the future. The Government is not presently arguing that we should all be routinely or randomly subject to bugging, covert tracking or interception ‘just in case’ but, if the present proposals for the collection of communications data become law, proposals for other types of blanket or random surveillance irrespective of suspicion “just in case” are a logical next step.

A proportionate surveillance regime for the future must recognise that technical capability is not the same as ethical imperative. In this country, the State has been all too willing to apply intrusive surveillance measures to the population at large. There is clearly unexplored potential for better use of targeted surveillance and the evidence gleaned as part of suspicion-led criminal investigations. A recent report published by the Joint Committee on the Draft Communications Data Bill made clear that law enforcement agencies are not making full use of the data already available to them.\(^1\) Furthermore, for many years Liberty has been calling for the ban on the use of intercept evidence in courts to be lifted – a move which would allow for the effective prosecution of many more serious offences. Whilst blanket surveillance will inevitably bring some law enforcement gains, monitoring of an entire population smacks of authoritarianism, and will undermine the proud reputation for liberty we have developed as the oldest unbroken democracy in the world.

The future of surveillance laws

Peter Sommer

Surveillance laws are not about absolutes, but finding a balance between protecting individuals, organisations, the community and the state; limiting intrusions into people’s lives to what is necessary and proportionate to the circumstances; cost; and an understanding of the range of threats.

In the end the only proper place for determining where that balance should be struck is Parliament, as the vehicle for democracy. Policing, and for that matter the activities of the security and intelligence agencies, in a country like the United Kingdom operate on the basis of consent. Without that consent law enforcement becomes much more difficult, expensive and potentially oppressive.

Elsewhere this publication shows just how far the landscape of surveillance technology has changed, and with it that balance. But there has been no recent rounded public discussion; the Communications Data Bill was presented as a minor technical amendment to existing law to “maintain capability”. One has to go back to the early 1980s and the reviews leading to the Police and Criminal Evidence Act, 1984, designed to overcome obvious defects in the previous “judges rules” and to 2000 for the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act which deals with electronic and human surveillance.

Commissions, Royal or otherwise, can sometimes seem a convenient political delay tool but, given the vast changes in surveillance technology and types of threat, surely some form of considered review would greatly enhance public debate – and lead to a complete overhaul of surveillance legislation written in language which reflects current technological realities?

As well as fact and evidence gathering, here are some obvious items for its agenda:
• Should we base electronic surveillance law on whether something is “communications data” or “content”, always supposing we think that a distinction can be made? Would it be better to use levels of intrusion measured against suspected activity? This is the approach taken elsewhere in RIPA with “directed” and “intrusive” surveillance for physical watching of individuals. Can we also include laws about direct computer intrusion and undercover work?

• Material acquired by interception of data in transmission continues to be inadmissible and can only be used for intelligence purposes. It is a bizarre English law anomaly, is there any basis for its continuance?

• Is it right that surveillance authorisations are variously made by senior law enforcement officers and politicians as opposed to judges? What impact does this have when seeking assistance from overseas entities, as is becoming increasingly significant? Can we convert the assessment features of the current SPOC regime so that it directly assists a judge rather than being a law enforcement function?

• Do we really need to retain data about the electronic activities of the whole population against the possibility that a small fraction may be of future use in an investigation? Can we devise an order against targeted individuals whose data would be retained but only subsequently released when there was a proven need? But we would need to identify criteria for targeting these people in the first place.

• Strong plausible oversight is essential to giving public confidence to any surveillance regime. How do we move from the current sample auditing of requests for access to single streams of evidence to a position where a Commissioner tests for necessity and proportionality the entire process, including the linking and combining into databases of multiple streams of evidence? And should not the Commissioner have the power and resources to carry out no-notice inspections?

And the Commission, needs some permanence, as the surveillance landscape will continue to shift.

The only proper place for determining where that balance should be struck is Parliament, as the vehicle for democracy.

Do we really need to retain data about the electronic activities of the whole population against the possibility that a small fraction may be of future use in an investigation?
In October 2012 a group of international civil society organisations and others spent several days devising principles to guide communications data surveillance and law enforcement access to communications data. This discussion about matching human rights protections with communications surveillance demands has involved experts from across the world. The current draft principles can be found at http://www.NecessaryAndProportionate.net.

Those principles set out that “activities that infringe on the right to privacy, including the surveillance of personal communications by public authorities, can only be justified where they are necessary for a legitimate aim, strictly proportionate, and prescribed by law”\(^1\).

Throughout the Communications Data Bill process, the Home Office has appeared incapable of engaging with this sort of outside expertise or debate. As the Joint Committee stated, “industry, technical experts, lawyers and civil liberties groups could all provide valuable input...but they were not given the chance to do so”.

The Home Office’s blinkers exclude perspectives that may help create a better, more technologically astute and
proportionate approach to defining and fixing the problem of digital surveillance, and ignore the fact that law enforcement has access to far more detail on individuals than ever before. A suspect arrested today will likely be carrying significant detail on their movements and activities – evidence law enforcement would be able to use if they had the training to know that it was there.

The Filter

The ‘filtering’ provisions in the draft Communications Data Bill allow law enforcement authorities to search data held by multiple telecommunications companies from a single interface. This allows matching and the chaining of queries, which may go as far as allowing authorities to be able to ask multiple questions to correlate devices from several persons.

A very specific query may return detailed information about countless individuals, even if they had no direct connection to a topic of inquiry. This may occur, for example, when an image embedded from a different website is loaded.

The Home Office claim that only the data matched will be shown to the law enforcement officer doing their search. However, this is little protection in practice. While the filter may make existing queries slightly safer, the expansion of future queries, those as yet unconceived, is unlikely to be considered openly. We welcome the Home Office’s embrace of agile development methods, however, the impact on civil liberties is ill-considered.

Evidenced by their attempts to include encrypted content in the retention policy, it is clear that the Home Office has difficulty understanding technical challenges. Instead, a claim of “National Security” trumps all and inhibits a proper conversation of what will work and be proportionate.

Development of the filter for data mining and complex queries will be designed and implemented without public consultation. The ISC report states that “evidence we have taken suggests that the filter will have to be constructed on an incremental basis, with rigorous testing and validation at each stage.”
The hyperbole of urgency

The available evidence does not support the Home Office’s hyperbole of urgency. Even if passed now, the bill would not be fully operational until 2018, and it is an attempt to solve a problem from 1998.

The Intelligence and Security Committee’s report into the draft Bill states that for “the largest operation of its kind ever mounted by the Security Service” (prior to 7/7), less than 40 individuals were listed as having their full communications data histories analysed.

Of the “more than 4,000 telephone contacts” these persons had, the “vast majority of these calls or texts were wholly unconnected with attack planning or the wider facilitation network (and may have been as mundane as calling a takeaway restaurant).”

Conclusion

Obscured in a fog of secrecy and urgency, the lack of understanding of technology and Internet processes shown should be of deep concern to all. The proposed filter will be constructed and reconstructed to operate under and around a legal regime which is fundamentally unsuited to modern technology, let alone the challenges of agile development methods.

In summary, the draft Bill facilitates secret fishing expeditions, requiring surveillance of everyone. Police already have access to vast amounts of material from the mobile phones and computers of those arrested. As the ISC has previously stated in the context of their 7/7 inquiry report, “The focus then, rather than on gathering more intelligence, will be on the need to make better use of the intelligence they have gathered.”

Notes


A longer version of this note is available at www.PrivacyInternational.org
Conclusion and recommendations
Conclusion

Another surveillance law is possible

From the itemised records of the 90s through to the detailed records of our online behaviour, it is getting easier to track what we do. There is vastly more information now about our every movement than there ever has been.

Such information can be very useful to law enforcement agencies and other public bodies. There were 494,078 requests for ‘communications data’ under the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act in 2011.\(^1\)
Some of the information about our connected lives is not legally available to law enforcement. Much of it, for example information from social media or our web histories, can be incredibly intrusive. It can reveal intimate details, including where we have been, what we have done, what we believe and who we know.

Through mistakes or abuse, the use of such information can lead to anything from wrongful suspicion through to the settling of scores. Merely the knowledge that what we are doing or saying is being tracked can have a chilling effect.

Just because information is useful to law enforcement does not mean that the state, or law enforcement agencies, or public bodies should be able to order its collection or have access to it. Our privacy rights are essential to ensure that we do not give away the power to collect and use information too cheaply.

The Government’s current proposals, in the form of the Communications Data Bill, is a manifestation of the temptation to grab data where it exists, and of a failure to consider alternatives to blanket collection and retention of data.

Communications surveillance is a useful exercise. But we ask only that it be placed under the rule of law to ensure the effective and accountable use of what are significant powers.

Combined, the articles in this report add up to a call for more targeted, more transparent and more accountable surveillance laws. The authors offer a number of useful recommendations for how to achieve this.

Angela Patrick examines the case for judicial oversight in Chapter 2. She notes that oversight is extremely important where surveillance or data access is kept secret from the person investigated.

Caspar Bowden recommends a policy of ‘data preservation’ rather than blanket data retention. He suggests this could include quick response and emergency processes, and means to intelligently and accountably identify targets. He recommends a unified Surveillance Commissioner capable of carrying out a strong, independent audit with “multi-skilled investigators including human rights and computer experts.”

Joss Wright recommends such audits be supported by stringent penalties for misuse of either powers or data, and for greater transparency. Simone Halink recommends building user notification into surveillance law, which would
require “individuals to be notified by default of a decision authorising the request for their communications data by law enforcement.” Delays would be appropriate in exceptional circumstances.

Rachel Robinson of Liberty recommends lifting the ban on the use of intercept evidence in court. Sam Smith of Privacy International recommends investing in law enforcement’s capacity to use and analyse the data already available to them.

Peter Sommer recommends a more overarching review, potentially through a Royal Commission, to properly study surveillance in the digital age.

There is no shortage of ideas that could help inform policy makers’ thinking on surveillance in the digital age. There are other useful resources too. In particular the Draft International Principles on Communications Surveillance and Human Rights, which was put together by a number of civil society groups, provides a “framework against which we can evaluate whether current or proposed surveillance laws and practices are consistent with human rights.”

This includes principles such as user notification, transparency and safeguards against illegitimate access. As Simone Halink points out in her contribution to chapter five, the government’s current proposals fall short when assessed against such principles.

In providing context and recommendations, the articles in this report offer a basis for a conversation about proportionate surveillance laws in the digital age. They are designed to help inform the ongoing policy debate sparked off by the Government’s draft Communications Data Bill and the subsequent inquiry by the Joint Committee.

In urging policy makers to consider these options, we are not picking sides or “putting politics before people’s lives”. We hope instead that the report makes policy makers aware of the many options available as they look to build privacy-friendly and effective surveillance law.

Notes

Hold an overarching review, potentially through a Royal Commission, to properly study surveillance in the digital age.

Judicial oversight of requests for intrusive communications data, in particular for all traffic data requests.

Choose ‘data preservation’ rather than blanket data retention. Include quick response and emergency processes, and means to intelligently and accountably identify targets.

Create a unified Surveillance Commissioner capable of carrying out a strong, independent audit with “multi-skilled investigators including human rights and computer experts.”

Reject vague proposals, such as those in the draft Communications Data Bill, for automated, pervasive analytics tools designed to trawl through and across datasets.

Provide stringent penalties for misuse of either powers or data.

Individuals should be notified by default of a decision authorising the request for their communications data.

Lift the ban on the use of intercept evidence in court.

Invest in law enforcement’s capacity to use and analyse the data already available to them.

Use the International Principles on Communications Surveillance and Human Rights developed by Privacy International and other groups as a template for future laws.
Digital Surveillance

Why the Snoopers’ Charter is the wrong approach:
A call for targeted and accountable investigatory powers

In the wake of the Government’s proposed “Snoopers’ Charter”, ORG asks why intrusive new laws are being suggested, if they are needed at all and what the alternatives are. Some of the UK’s most prominent surveillance experts examine the history of UK surveillance law and the challenges posed by the explosion of digital datasets.

Contributors include journalist Duncan Campbell, legal expert Angela Patrick from Justice, Richard Clayton of Cambridge University Computer Labs and Peter Sommer, Visiting Professor at De Montfort University.
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